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'INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of gamma-ray energies hes been the subject 

of many recent investigations. The intensity of the study is 

due in,pert to the development of new end better means of 

measuring gamma-ray energies, which in turn hes gained impetus 

from the interest in nuclear energy levels end shell model 

theories. Methods have previously been developed for measuring 

gemma-rey energies in the lower energy range (.01 - l Mev.) end 

the higher energy renge (4 Mev. end higher). The fairly recent 

addition of scintillation counters (with photo-multiplier tubes) 

hes filled in the midcrle range. 

I GENEHAL ASPECTS OF MEASURING GAMMA-RAY ENERGIES 

The methods of detecting end measuring gamma-rays depend 

upon one or more of three primary processes. These processes 

ere: (e) The photoelectric effect in which a quantum is 

entirely absorbed by en orbital electron end this electron 

then appears es e free electron with kinetic energy equal to 

the energy of the disappearing gamma-ray minus the binding 

energy of the electron; (b) The Compton Scattering process in 

which the gamma-ray is absorbed by en orbital electron, the 

electron appears free, together withe gamma-ray of reduced 

energy in such e way that the sum of the electron energy end 

the gemme-rey energy is equal to the energy of the original 

gamma-ray minus the binding energy of the electron; end {c) The 
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pair-production process in which the gemme-rey (of energy 

greeter then 2 m0 c2 ) disappears with the creation of en 

electron-positron pelr, the sum of whose energies is equal 

to the energy of the original gemme-rey minus 2 m0 c 2• 

Early measurements of gemme-rey energies, up to about 

300 Kev., were made by means of absorption experiments, which, 

in effect, measured the absorption coefficient of e particular 

absorber fore perticuler gemme-rey energy. Then using 

relations between absorption coefficient end energy, extrapolated 

from X-ray date, the energy is found. For lower energies (1 to 

80 Kev.) a method celled "critical absorption" is used. In 

essence this method trys to bracket the energy of the gamma-

ray by the K-ebsorption edges of meteriels of neighboring 

atomic numbers. A discussion end many references to these 

end other methods mey be found in references 1, 2 end 3. 

A second class of experiments in which the gemme-rey 

energies may be found ere the spectrometer experiments. These 

elso mey use one or more of the three fundementel processes 

end it is convenient to discuss them in terms of the 

fundementel processes end expected results from eech. 

Spectrometers in general have e greeter utility in measuring 

gemme-rey energies then the absorption methods, in that they 

ere generally more eccurete end may be used easily (perticulerly 

for energies >1 Mev.) when more then one gemme-rey is present. 

A. Photoelectric Effect 

There ere several variations of bets-ray spectrometers, 
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whose characteristics ere indicated by their nsmes, semi-

circular focusing spectrometer, solenoid spectrometer, 

magnetic lens spectrometer, double focusing spectrometer, end 

redial inhomogeneous field semicircular focusing spectrometer. 

The nsme beta-rey spectrometer arises from its initial 

use in analyzing bets-spectre. These instruments have 

varying efficiencies (defined es the retio of transmission 

to dispersion), the double focusing spectrometer having a 

transmission of about three-tenths per cent end e resolution 

of three-tenths per cent giving the best over-sll performance. 

These instruments ere utilized for gamms-rey energy 

measurements by using ss e source of beta-rays a target or 

radioactive material. Orbital electrons are ejected end their 

momenta analyzed by the separation incident to their traversing 

e magnetic field. Detection is by meAns of e geiger counter 

ore photographic plete. Detection efficiency of the geiger 

tubes end photographic pletes is quite high (-95-98~), but 

the targets must be thin enough to prevent dispersing the 

bets-momenta by losses in the target, hence the "conversion" 

efficiency of the terget is rather low. Low conversion 

efficiency together with rather low transmissions inherent in 

the designs would make the over-all efficienby quite low and 

thus require strong sources. 

In the single crystal (scintillation) spectrometer, use 

is mede of the interaction between the photoelectron with 

the crystal to produces brief pulse of fluorescent radiation. 

The fluorescent radiation in turn is incident upon the 



photocethode of e photomultiplier tube, end there is produced 

in the output e pulse whose height is proportional to the 

energy of the gemme-rey minus the binding energy of the electron 

(usually negligibly smell). There ere many rectors to effect 

the fidelity of this proportionelity (just es in other 

spectrometers) but they mey usually be minimized, except for 

the crystals themselves. The resolution obtained is usuelly 

of the order of ten per cent. The efficiency is quite high, 

end energy dependent, es indicated by Fig. 1. The efficien-

cies shown ere fore thallium ectiveted sodium iodide crystal, 

one-helf inch thick. The absorption coefficients ere taken 

es the mean of those for tin end barium es given by Davisson 

end Meeker (ref. 4). The efficiency is found from the linear 

absorption coefficient by the following expression: 

(1) Per Cent 
-~X.) 

Efficiency ::: 100(1- ~) = 100 (1- e , 

in which xis the thickness of the crystal. It is possible 

to increese the efficiency of the crystal by increasing its 

thickness. If care is taken in mounting the crystal there 

will be very little change in light collection end the 

resolution remains essentially the same. The pulse height 
' distribution will be that of A in Fig. 2(A). Fig. 2(A) is 

idealized end the distribution will actually eppeer more 

nearly like that of Fig. 2(B), in which the resolution is 

about tw:nty per cent. The resolution is defined es the full 

width at half mAximum divided by the mean pulse height. The 

recording of the data is usually carried out in one of several 
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weys, by enelyzing the pulse height distribution withe single-

or multi-channel enelyzer (es was done in Fig. 2(B}, or by 

recording photographically the pulse distribution es it eppears 

on the oscilloscope screen. 

B. Compton ScAttering 

The foregoing discussion, concerning the behevior of the 

crystel end its efficiency, will epply in this cese except thet 

the recoil electron will not heve the entire energy of the 

gemme-rey.iir'the angle b~'!;weenthe incident end scettered gemmA-

rey is e, then the enerF.Y of the scettered,gemma-rey (K} is 

given by (ref. 5): 

(2) K =- p + k,0 ( I - Cos 9 ) 

where f' = m0 c 2 end m0 is the electron mess. 

The energy spectrum of the recoil electron, end therefore 

the pulse height distribution mey be obtained by evelueting the 

expression 

( 3) 

where ( drr/dk.' ) is the differential cross section per unit 

energy, k', for the Compton scettering of the incident gamme-

rey. The first rector 1s obtained from the Klein-Nishina 

formula (ref. 5), which gives the differentiel cross section, au-
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of the Compton process in terms of k, k 0 and 9 es: 

In the present notetion, r;; ( == ez/ I" ) And d.11( c2rrsirz 8 dt1 ) 

Are the cle.ssice.l redius of the electron end the differentiel 

solid angle respectively. Equetion (4) mey be written es 

dcr = Pd8, where Pis the probability of the scattering of the 

photon between e end e + d8, from which it is evident that: 

(5) 

Since energy is conserved, k' = k0 - k end therefore: 

(6) dk'= -dk.. 

From Eq. (2) one hes upon differentiation, 

(7) [ f'-+ ko l I- C,o.s 61)] 
k k 0 s,-,,_ B • 

Substituting from Eq 1 s. (5, 6 end 7) into. Eq. (3), the 

pulse height distribution becomes, 

(8) d<r _ P£µ +ko {1- CcsDJ] 
elk' le lc.0 sin 9 
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which after some reduction becomes, 

(9) 

where • Thee dependence mey be eliminated by using 

Eq. (2). Eq. (9) then becoces 

Elimineti ng k, this becomes, 

(11) du- = 11,:,f 1 -+ ~, - 2 / ....!.-- - ..!.. ) - ,u2 / _!,__ , - !.. )2./ · 
"

,J 1-• k. p(l<o-k' Ko 1 (k0 -k ko 
" K 0 o k 0 -I< 

Letting k 1/k0 = 7 , this may be written 

(12) 

It would eppeer that the distribution may be singular 

for 'i = I , but it is easily shown that for k0 :;> o, )' <. I. Using 

Eq. (2) it ls seen that (since }'mex corresponds to kmin) 

(13) 1max. -
ko - k ""i~. -

9 

, __ /-< __ 

f' + Z. ko 



Eq. (3), however, is derived with the assumption that the 

electrons being scattered are free and thus it should not be 

expected that Eq. (13) would hold for k 0 of the same order of 

magnitude es the binding energy of the electrons, i.e., less 

then e few Kev. Eq. (13) mey be found plotted (ref. 4) for 

various values of k0 , although in e somewhat different form. 

Fer smell but finite resolution it has the form of curve Bin 

Fig. 2(A). 

It is also evident from Eq. (13) that imax tends to unity 
, 

es k0 gets very large, thus the "Compton edge" corresponding to 

1 mex tends to epproPch the position of the photoelectric peak. 

For instance if one puts k0 = 9r , one hes from Eq. (13) 

thet 7 mex~ .9. Thus if one hes e resolution of twenty per 

cent, the "Compton F.dge" end the photoelectric peek are 

indistinguishable et about four end one-half Mev. It is also 

quite evident that there will bee similar distribution for 

each gamma-ray present. The identification of peeks end 

subsequent meesurEIIlents of pulse height snd energy will then 

be subject to some doubt. The results from this type of 

spectrometer will be examined later in more detail when the 

results of some experiments will be presented. 

The single-crystel spectrometer gives e rather smeared 

out distribution of pulses, in~smuch es the Compton edges 

and the photoelectric pe8ks for each gemme ray appear in the 

date. One can however alleviate this situation by placing 

another counter (shielded from the sources) et some fixed angle 

with respect to the axis determined by the sources end the fir~t 
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cryste.1. The second crystel will detect the scattered gemme-

reys from the first crystel, end there will Pppeer e pulse 

in the second tube which is in coincidence withe pulse in 

the first tube. If only the coincidences ere counted the 

Compton distribution of pulses is ignored except for those 

corresponding to a scattering et some fixed engle end the 

pulses due to the photoelectric effect are elimineted 

eltogether. Furthermore the height of the pulse from the 

first tube is proportional to k' end since 8 is e known engle, 

fixed by the second tube, k0 may be found from the pulse 

height (after suitable celibretion). The recording of the 

dete mey be done in one of three weys: 

The pulse from the first mey be fed into a single channel 

pulse height enelyzer end from the analyzer to one side of a 

coincidence circuit. The pulses from the second tube Are fed 

directly into the other side of the coincidence circuit and 

the coincidences recorded bye scaler. The results should 

show e peek for each gemme-rey present end the energy of the 

gemme-rey mey be found from Eq. (2), in the form: 

( 14) k = .!.. (k' + ,/k'2~ 4~k.' ) • 
O 2, v· c,-c.oseJ 

Secondly the pulses from the first tube mey be fed to the 

vertical plates or en oscilloscope end those from the second 

tube used.es e trigger for the intensity. A cemere will then 

record lines (in the shape or the pulses) corresponding to 

each gemme-rey present. 
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In this study a third method of recording the data was 

used. The pulses from the first tube were first lengthened 

to ten microseconds from the originel two microseconds while 

preserving the pulse height and then fed into the x-emplifier 

of en oscilloscope. The pulses from the second tube are 

used to trigger a blocking os~illator which provides e large 

pulse to trigger the intensity. There will eppeer e series 

of dots displaced from the rest position of the be~m 

corresponding to each gamma-ray. These date are recorded 

bye cemere with a continuously moving film strip end the dots 

ere thus sepe.reted on the film by Ure motion of the film. 

Analysis ls now, as before, by meesurlng the pulse heights 

(see Fig. 9{A)). 

Coincidence techniques will in general enhance the 

resolution by doing away with the continuum of pulse heights 

due to Compton scattering. This better resolution is paid 

for however by the lowering of the counting rates, and 

consequent lengthening of the time needed to seen A spectrum. 

The efficiency of the scattering process however can be me.de 

quite high so that weak (,_.1 - 10 microcurle) sources mey be 

used. Further discussion of e two-crystal spectrometer end 

some results will follow in elater section. There ere 

several veriatlons of both one- end two-crystal spectrometers, 

designed to minimize the effects of background end noise in 

the tubes, for many special uses. 

The three-crystal spectrometer is in operation quite 

s1miler to the two-crystel spectrometer with the exception 
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that a triple coincidence is needed to record a pulse. These 

usually ere used to eliminate one or more of the three besic 

processes. If the two secondery crystals ere set et 180° to 

one another with the first crystal in between e crystal-pair 

spectrometer results, when e coincidence between the second 

end third is required to trigger the sweep end intensity of 

en oscilloscope, or trigger a channel of e pulse height 

enelyzer. 

C. Pair Production 

The discussion of single crystal spectrometers above 

will apply also to this case with a few exceptions. The 

energy of the peir is used to excite the crystal end thus 

OP.use the scintillation. One observes in this case a sherp 

line corresponding to the energy of the pair. Following the 

formation of the pair, the positron is annihilated end 

generAlly two 500 Kev. gemme-reys ere produced. Either or 

both gemme-reys mey be absorbed by either Compton scettering 

or the photoelectric process. When this happens (end quite 

frequently) the sharp line of the pair peak is smeered out 

toward the higher energies end e smeller peek forms between 

the pair peek end the original photoelectric peek, correspond-

ing to the energy of the pAir plus m0 c2. From efficiency 

curves one sees thst it is three times more likely that 

Compton scattering will occur, however, the likelyhood of 

multiple scattering will cause the distribution to be 

shifted in the higher energy direction (Curve C in Fig. 2(A)). 
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With the formetion of e pair And subsequent ennihiletlon 

of the positron it ls very likely thet et least one of the 

ennihiletlon quente will escape from the first crystal. '!he 

eaceping quantum mey be counted withe second tube end 

crystel to provide A coincidence pulse. One will observe in 

this cese a line corresponding to the pair energy end a line 

corresponding to the pair energy plus m0 c 2• These lines 

correspond to the ebsorption of the pair with the escape of 

both ennihiletion quante and to the absorption of the pair 

end the escepe of only one of the ennihilatlon quanta. The 

cepture of both quanta obviously would not be observed with 

e coincidence technique. The remerks concerning the recording 

of dete mede above epply to this section es well. 

Probebly the most eccure.te instrument for meesuring gammA-

rey energies so fer developed is the pair spectrometer. It is 

limited, however, to gemms-rey energies higher then about three 

or tour Mev. The gemna-reys ere allowed to fell on a thin 

target of meteriel of high etomic number, usually Urenium or 

Thorium. The pairs which ere produced in the target ere then 

focused by a magnetic field on two counters and the 

coincidences recorded. The eccure·cy of the measurements 

depends upon the accuracy which which the me.gnetlc field, 

used to focus the pair, ls known. The resolution of the 

instrument ls good (-4 - 5 per cent). 

In this 1nvestigetion it is decided to use the single end 

double crystal spectrometers, beceuse of their high efficiencies 

end consequent usefulness when only week sources ere available. 
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The single crystel spectrometer, with photographic recording, 

was used to provide the high energy date (end some low energy 

date). The disadvantages of the single crystal spectrometer 

ere at once evident when one considers, in the light of the 

foregoing discussion or the three fundamental processes, the 

many things which will be observed. There will be, for 

instance, e photoelectric peek for eech gamma-ray, though 

smell for eny energy above one million electron volts. There 

will be a Compton distribution for eech gamm~-rey end e pair-

production distribution for those above one million electron , 
volts. This amounts to superimposing many distributions of 

the type illustrated in Fig. 2(A). Photographic methods of 

recording ere then very evidently not well suited to careful 

analysis of this type of date, but on the other hand neither 

is any other method. The single channel analysis, while 

appearing somewhat better, presents the same analysis problem. 

One can be reasoMbly certain however, that when several 

gemne-rays are present, some of wiich ere of energy in excess 

of six Mev., the maximum energy observed will correspond to 

the highest energy gamma-rey present, because only pair lines 

will appear at these energies. It was to this end that the 

single crystal spectrometer was employed in this investigation, 

although the results of some other trials for low energy 

analysis ere also presented. 

The ~we-crystal spectrometer is employed for the detftiled 

analysis of the middle rPnge of energie-s of the capture gamma-

r~ys. Within the range of energies, one to three Mev., one sees 
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thet the Compton scattering process is the most likely process 

but the peeks observed will be complicated by pair production 

to some extent. Above three Mev. the analysis is simpler, 

es subsequent discussion will show. In this lest range one 

will observe et most three peeks for eech gemme-rey, those 

corresponding to the Compton distribution, the peir minus one 

ennlhiletion ~uentum, end the pair minus both ennihllstlon 

quente. The two processes arc epproxlmetely equally likely 

es can be shown by use of the efficiency curves. For a .5 Mev. 

' gemme-rey the probability of scattering by eny process ls .3 

thus: 

The probability for both gemna-reys to escape is (.7) 2 =.49. 

The probability for one gamma-ray to escape and the other 

to be scattered 1s (.3)(.7)= .21 but since this may heppen 

in two ways the probability must be doubled and ls there-

fore equel to (.42). 

The probability that both ere scattered is (.3) 2 == 009, end 

the sum is unity es it should be. 

The choice of method of recording the date, the cemera with 

the continuously moving film, ls based on convenience and 

equipment stability. Inasmuch es the source strength is low, 

the coincidence rate ls also low. If e single-channel analyzer 

were used, the running time per chennel setting would be of the 

order of two hours. This would require nearly sixty consecutive 

hours of running time per element examined, while with the chosen 

method of recording the total running time for ell trials was 

one-fourth of this. The vsrlet1on of temperature em line 
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voltage, end consequent changes in the circuit operetion could 

induce significant changes is the pulse height distribution for 

e given gemma-reyo -:this method elso tends to minimize eny 

tendency for the amplifiers to drift because of the aging 

of tubes and other circuit components. One disadvantage to 

the method is that the reeding of the pulse heights off the 

film tends to be tediou8. 
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II EQUIPMENT AND TARGE.r ARR!'.NGD1EN'l1 

The neutron howitzer is illustrated in Fig. 3. It consists 

of e cube of pereffin approximately six inches one side, in 

which two holes, one of two end one-fourth inch diameter by 

two end one-helf inches deep end one, concentrlcelly, of one 

~nd one-fourth inches diameter by one inch deep heve been 

drilled. The large hole provides en exit for the neutrons 

from the moderating paraffin. An aluminum tube containing 

approximately three pounds of bismuth end some pereffin with 

fl hole for the Po - Be source fits into the smeller hole. 

Bismuth was chosen, to shield the crystal and terget from the 

gemme-rays emitted by the source, because of its low neutron 

absorption end high gemms-ray absorption coefficients. The 

paraffin in the tube was to ect es e moderator between the 

source end the bismuth, end the hole in it wes accurately 

centered over the bismuth. The bottom of the hole was left 

tapered by the drill end served to center the source in the 

hole, since the equipment was operated in e vertical position. 

This arrangement of the neutron howitzer was arrived et, 

after trying several other arrangements with little or no 

success. A conventional neutron howitzer consisting of e 

cadmium cen filled with paraffin withe hole in the side and 

hollow cylinder of cadmium attached fore collimator wee 

tried but resulted in en intensity too low to be of use. 

The use of cadmium for collimator resulted in sufficient 

capture gamma-rays from cadmium to mask the effects of eny 
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capture gemma-reys from e target. The introduction of lead 

shielding did not improve the situation, because of the 

necessary changes in geometry to accommodate the two inch by 

four inch by eight inch leed bricks. It was found that no 

shielding et ell, except for the bismuth, gave the best 

results. 

A better arrangement than the neutron howitzer was the 

use of "loaded blocks" of paraffin. These ere illustrated in 

Fig. 4. It was thought that better efficiency end consequently 

higher intensities would result if' the target materiel was 

mixed with the paraffin. Since the fest neutron absorption 

cross sections of the materials is negligibly smell compared , 

to the scattering cross section the moderating effect of the 

paraffin will not be appreciably impaired end the target 

material will bee much more effective target. In addition, 

the target materiel provides somewhat better shielding from 

the source then the paraffin. Still another advantage, aside 

from the effect of increased solid angle, is that the target 

materiel may now compete with carbon end hydrogen for the 

capture of the neutrons within the moderator itself. 

A section of aluminum tubing, two inches long, filled 

with bismuth is put in the axis between the source and the 

first crystal. This arrangement takes advantage of the high 

scattering end low absorption cross sections of' the bismuth 

to eid in_the moderating while providing e good gamma-ray 

shield for the crystal. 
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A hole 1~ provided 1n the top of the block for the 

Po - Be source. The hole is provided withe plug end e block 

of peraffin set on top to complete the source. Since the 

gemme-reys from the upper pert of the source block ere less 

effective, due to the shielding of the lower helf end the 

bismuth plug, pure paraffin is used for the upper half to 

provide mAximum moderation with minimu.~ capture of the 

neutrons. The gemme-ray intensity which resulted from the 

arrangement was by fer the best of eny of the arrangements 

tried. 

Some modifications of the arrangement to improve the 

geometry, end consequently the resolution of the instrument 

suggest themselves. One such change would be to load e smaller 

annual region of the block of paraffin. This would require a 

higher intensity neutron source, however, es would increasing 

distance between the counters end the source. The use of pure 

isotopes would be en obvious advantage. 

The target in the cese of the loaded block arrangement 

needs no further comment; however, in the cese of the neutron 

howitzer some further remarks ere needed. The target materiel 

wes held in en annularly-shaped aluminum cup. 'lhe cup was made 

of one-eighth inch aluminum sheet end the outer end inner 

cylinders were welded to the base. An additional aluminum disk 

was glued in place in the inner cylinder as added protection to 

the crystals. The distance from the top of the crystal to the 

bottom of the p~reffin block was eight inches in the neutron 

howitzer end six inches in the case of the loaded blocks. 
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The first counter wee held in place bye clamp which could be 

moved up end down on en aluminum rod to fecilitete the changing 

of tergets and tubes. 

B. Detection, Recording end Analysis 

The errengement of components of the single crystel 

spectrometer is as shown in Fig. 3. The electronic components 

are shown in Fig. 5. Bothe smell end large crystal wes used 

in this arrangement. The crystals were thallium activated 

sodium iodide of one inch diameter and one centimeter (smell) 

or one end one-half inches (lerge) in thickness. The small 

crystal was used to get the highest resolution of the high 

energy lines; while the lerge crystal with its increased 

efficiency for multiple scattering of both the scattered 

Compton gamma-rays end the annihilation quanta, was used to 

try to establish the highest energy gamma-ray of the group 

observed. 

As can be seen from Fig. 5 the single-crystal spectrometer 

is relatively simple in its electronic components. The pulse 

from the photomultiplier (RCA 5819), fir~t enters e pre-

amplifier.whose chassis also serves es a tube mount for the 

photomultiplier. The preamplifier functions es en impedance 

matching device from the photomultiplier tube to the cable 

leeding to the Amplifier. The pulse is next amplified bye 

SAnds Model 100 amplifier (ref. 6) end finally it is put on 

the y-cmpiifier of the oscilloscope. 'Ihe oscilloscope is a 

DuMont ~odel 248-A end in this arrangement is used with internal 
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synchronizing of the driven sweep. The driven sweep on this 

'oscilloscope requires e warm-up time of at least one hour 

before stable operstion is obteined. With 900 volts on the 

photomultiplier tube the maximum pulse from it is about two-

tenths of a volt. These Are emplified up to fifty volts by 

the amplifier. Under these conditions there is no limiting in 

the circuito The gein of the oscilloscope cen be set to any 

suitable value to give a good picture on the oscilloscope. The 

Amplifier is also connected to A scaler through a biPsed blocking 

oscillator (ref. 6). 

The oscilloscope is fitted with mounting studs to hold a 

Feirchild 0scillo-Record Camere. The camera may be used for 

either still or continuous pictures. In this arrangement only 

still pictures were made, on Kodak Super XX film. 

Before putting the neutron source in the paraffin block, 

pictures were taken of the pulse distributions from csl37 end 

Sb124 , eech for three different gain settings on the oscilloscopeo 

Por the higher gain settings, limiting occurred in the 

oscilloscope emplifier but lt was found that this was more 

desirable then to limit the pulses in the Model 100 amplifier. 

These pulse distributions containing rather eesily identified 

gamma-ray energies serve es e calibration. 

With source in place the process is repeated with several 

target materials in the cup. This was also done with the 

loaded bl~cks for moderator end in this case no target holder 

wes used. A background pulse distribution was also teken with 

no terget material in the cup. The exposure time was limited 
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to ebout thirty minutes by fogging of the film due to the 

filament of the cethode-ray tube showing through the fluorescent 

coating, even with a blue filter in front of the tube. At least 

two pictures were msde for each gein setting end each target. 

An additional frame is teken with the pulser providing pulses 

of constsnt height. For various gsin settings different 

numbers of pulses ere recorded, usually 10, 20, 40, 80 end 160, 

to provide a density versus number calibretion of the film. 

'lhese ere used es e guide to judgment in picking out peaks. 

After developing end drying the film, it is put into a 

projector Pnd the image of the film projected onto e sheet 

of graph paper. By this means, it is relatively eesy to pick 

out pulse groups which consist of e large number of pulses end 

one cen estimate their relative intensities. The mean height 

of each pulse group is recorded end thus the energies of the 

grunma-reys found. 

An.attempt to do the analysis more precisely by means of 

a photodensitometer failed for two reasons: (a) If the pulses 

were spreed out wide enough to give a nearly flat top edge, e 

fogging due to electrons bouncing off the tube sides resulted, 

while sharply curved pulses could not be analyzed with any 

essurence of accuracy beceuse of the sensitivity of the result 

to the peth of the scanning bepm; end (b) Fogging due to the 

cathode rey tube filament when the exposures were relatively 

long. A little fogging ruined the densitometer recordings. 
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For the enelysis of pulse heights corresponding to gemmA-

rsy energies from one to three Mev., the efficiency curves 

indicete that the scattering is nee.rly all Compton scattering. 

Since the meximum pulse height corresponds to 'kuiin• one cen 

write, from Eq. (2), 

(15) k,,,in. -

or putting one he·s 

k..,nirt- = r' ( ,:.3,,) 
end in the limit es n.- ex> 

(16) ~min - E f' 

An emount of energy, equal to kmin• must be edded to the 

meesured values in the above mentioned energy region. The 

enalysis in higher region will require more cere, es 

mentioned before. 

The two-crystal spectrometer ls 1llustreted in Fig. 4. 

The electronic components ere shown in Fig. 6. In the first 

counter only the smell NAI(TL) crystal ls used because its 

lower efficiency for multiple scattering is desirable end 

this ls consistent with the obtaining of maximum resolution. 

The progress of the two pulses ls more conveniently treced 

by cons1d~ring eech one seperetely. Many of the previous 

remarks concerning equipment apply to this section end unless 

there is e difference in the components no further eluc1dst1on 

will be given. 
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e. Pulse from First Counter. A gamma-ray from the source 

is initially scettered in the crystel of the first counter. 

It is scattered by any of the three fundamental processes, 

end a pulse is produced in the output of the photomultiplier 

tube (input to the preamplifier) which is closely proportional 

to the energy given up by the gemme-ray to the crystal. The 

pulse goes from the preamplifier to the amplifier where 1t is 

Pmplified sufficiently to bring its peak value to about sixty 

volt~ maximum. The pulse now goes to the pulse lengthener 

where it is lengthened to ten microseconds. A detailed 

discussion of this pulse lengthener will follow in e subsequent 

section. This lengthened pulse is now used to drive the 

x-emplifier to the oscilloscope. 

b. Intensity Pulse (from the second counter). If the 

initial gamma-ray reaction in the first crystel is other then 

photoelectric absorption, there exists a finite probebility 

that the scettered radiation will fell upon the second 

crystal, where it will be subjected to one or more of the 

three fundamental processes. Inasmuch as the energy of the 

scattered radiation is likely to be rather low(~ .5 Mev.), 

the predominant process is photoelectric absorption. A 

pulse is produced which is again closely proportional to the 

energy given up by the scattered gemna-rey to the crystal. 

This pulse goes from the preamplifier to the amplifier where 

its height is elso brought up to about sixty volts. This 

pulse is used to trigger e biased blocking oscillator whose 

output provides a pulse of about twenty volts height end 



epproximately fifteen microseconds long. A seperete winding of 

the blocking oscillator transformer provides e pulse for a 

scaler to monitor the counting. The counting rate in the 

first tube was checked also by taking pulses from the first 

amplifier end putting it through the blocking oscillator to 

the scaler. The pulse from the blocking oscillator was put 

into the z-input {intensity) of the oscilloscope. 

A test, with the pulser triggering both sides of the 

circuit, showed that when two pulses from the crystal were 

in true coincidence the first pulse fell entirely within the 

intensity pulse end that the leading edges coincided within 

a few tenths of a microsecond. Since the firing of A blocking 

oscillator does not instantaneously follow the introduction 

of a triggering pulse there is in general some variation in 

the time-positions of the two pulses but the variation is 

small compared to the length of the pulses. In operRtion the 

intensity of the oscilloscope beam is turned down sufficiently 

to show a blank screen, except when e pulse is put onto the 

z-exis amplifier. When e coincidence is to be recorded, the 

lengthened first pulse causes the beam to be disp~eced very 

rapidly to a position whose distance from the rest position 

of the beam is proportional to the energy given to the first 

crystal by the prim~ry gamma-ray. At the seme time the 

intensity pulse causes the intensity of the beam to be 

increased sufficiently that the pulse position is recorded 

on the film in the oscillo-record camera. There is some 

advantage to using soorter pulses end thus shorter resolving 
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time, from the point of view of minimizing the accidental 

coincidence rate; however the slowness of the photographic 

paper (linogrPph 697-Kodek) makes reading of the film 

difficult when shorter pulses ere used. 

c. Pulse Lengthener. The circuit diagram of the pulse 

lengthener is given in Fig. 7 end will be discussed in terms 

of thet diegrem. The input st~ge is e rather high powered 

cathode-follower consisting of three 6AG7 tubes in parallel. 

While it would seem that this is too many tubes it is found 

that one tube was not sufficient to provide, without 

distortion, the charging current for the condenser-resistor 

network which follows v2• V2 is a diode-connected 6SN7-GT, 

which provides e unidirectional, low impedance to the pulse 

while rising but prevents the discharge of the .001 micro-

farad condenser through the cathode resistor of v1 • v3 is 

ordinarily cut off hence presents e high impedance to the 

pulse. 'lhus es the voltage rises across the resistor 

condenser combination, the control grid of v4 also rises. 

This rise corresponds to the rise of the input pulse. The 

input pulse is however about three microseconds long end the 

c~thode of v1 soon returns to its zero-signal value or 

approximately zero volts. The grid of v4 cannot return 

since it is held st e potential about two per cent below the 

peAk potential 6f the input pulse by the resistor condenser 

combination with A time constant of .002 seconds. As the 

grid of v4 rises the waveform on the grid is reproduced on 

the two cathode resistors and hence across the output Jeck. 
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The fraction of the voltage which sppesrs across the 2000 ohm 

resistor in the cathode is coupled through the delay line to 

the control grid of Vs(a)• 'Ihe 2000 ohm resistor in the 

cathode end the variable resistor in the grid of v5 (a) serve 

ss terminating resistors for the deley line snd the variable 

resistor is adjusted until no reflection occurs. v5 (e) is 

the trigger tube for the blocking oscillator tube v5 (b)• A 

large positive pulse is generated on the cathode resistor of 

this tube and it is coupled by a one-tenth microfar~d condenser 

to the grid of v3 • v3 becomes a low impedance path to ground 

snd the grid of v4 ie brought back down to ground. The 

cathode of v4 also returns to its zero-signal value as the 

grid comes down. The output pulse is thus s square pulse 

approximately ten microseconds long, since the length will 

depend upon the time necessary for the pulse to get from the 

cathode of v4 through the delay line and trigger the blocking 

oscillator. 

This blocking oscillator is not quite en ordinary biased 

blocking oscillator, as two modifications of those given by 

Elmore end Sands (ref. 6) were found necessary to minimize 

the recovery time of the circuit and provide more positive 

triggering on small pulses. The first modification was in 

the grid circuit where grid current is provided by v6 o 

Ordinarily the grid is brought to ground through condenser 

in parallel with the bias supply and the condenser takes a 

charge while the grid is being driven positive. When the 

transformer action is reversed, the condenser holds the grid 
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negative until it can leek off ocroas a large decoupling 

resistor in the bias supply. The bias in the present circuit 

is provided by the fixed potential drop across the cathode 

resistor of Vs and the variable potentiFl drop across the 

cathode resistor of v7 • The variation is provided by the 

variable grid potential of v7 • The current through Vs is of 

sufficient magnitude that the grid current does not greatly 

alter the potential difference across the cathode resistor 

of Vs and the recovery time of the grid VS(b) depends only 

upon the inductance of the 1Pl9 transformer. As shown in 

the figure, the recovery time is approximately 40 microseconds, 

while the original circuit had a recovery time of some 

300 microseconds. The recovery times of the various 

components will set an upper limit on the counting ratee 

which are usable with the circuit. The longest recovery 

time of the circuit is in the grid of v3 , where 150-200 

microseconds ere required for the circuit to return to 

normalo An upper limit for the counting rate may be chosen 

so that two pulses do not occur closer together then 200 

microseconds any more than one per cent of the time. The 

ergument is similar to thet used to find e "dead-time" 

correction for counting random events. If the counting rate 

ie N (per second) then the total dead-time per second is 

N(200 x 10-6 ) seconds. The average number of times per 

second the_t a pulse will fall into this interval is the 

product of the counting rate end the deed-time or 
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n= N2(200 x 10-6 ) per second, end this ls to occur one per cent 

of the time or Q/W .o/ 

N = .;.El. 11,. 10' = so counts/sec. zoo 
The maximum counting rate consistent with the loss of 

only one per cent of the counts is 3000 counts/minute; this 

maximum counting rate ls larger then the counting rate used. 

d. Crystals. Throughout this experiment the crystals 

used were thellium-ectiveted sodium iodide. Several different 

mounts and means of preparation were tried before settling 

upon the particular ones used. It was found that the results 

depended very much upon the condition of the crystel surfaces. 

The method1of mounting crystals 11h1ch were used ere described 

in ref. 7. Another method which wes found to work quite 

well but had the d1sedventage of not being nearly es 

permanent es thet of ref. 7, involves the use of cleaved 

crystals. The crystals were cleaved into cubes end one side 

ground on fine emery peper. The mount consisted of en 

aluminum truncated cone which was highly polished on the 

inside. The crystal was placed on the end of the photo-

multiplier tube with the ground surfece sealed to the glass 

with silicone diffusion pump oil end the cone placed over it. 

The edges of the cone ere sealed to the tube withe retaining 

ring end glue. A small hole in the cone through Yhich a 

hypodermic needle could be inserted was used to fill ell the 

space inside with the silicone oil. This arrangement may be 
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found to hAve a directional sensitivity because of the shape 

of the crystal. It is also difficult to prevent the lePk1ng 

of the oil end subsequent deterioration of the crystal. The 

mount should be reinstalled after about two months of 

operation unless en oil leak makes it imperative to change 

sooner. The cause of the deterioration wRs not investigated 

but generally e little water in some trapped sir, or in the 

oil cen result in rapid deterioration of the crystal surfaces. 
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III CALIBRATION AND TEST OF APPARATUS 

(A} Single Crystal Spectrometer 

The calibration of the single crystal spectrometer 

consisted of simply comparing the pulse heights observed with 

the pulse heights of gemm~-reys from known sources. The 

calibration points together with the sources end their gemme-

rey energies ere shown in Fig. 8(b}. The extension of the 

curves from two Mev. to about six Mev. may be questioned on 

the besis of deviation from linearity but other tests using the 

seme crystal have shown its response to be linear to above 

fourteen Mev. (ref.8}. The linearity of the circuits end 

oscilloscope were tested separately with a pulser end found 

to be linear over the whole range of pulse heights. In the 

analysis however a little limiting may not alter the shape 

of the pulse significantly end the energy obtained would be 

wrong bys corresponding amount. This was to a large extent 

alleviated by not taking any peek in the pulse height 

distribution unless agreement was obtained with two or more 

gain settings of the amplifier. This procedure is deviated 

from in the case of the lowest gain settings for which the 

higher peeks would not be expected to occur unlimited in the 

higher gain settings. When there was en overlap between the 

single crystal date end the two-crystal date the date of 

two-crystal spectrometer were taken as the more accurate. 

Photographs of the pulse-height distributions from 

Cs137 end Sb124 ere shown in Fig. 9(b,c}. The cs137 is a 
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(a) Coincidence Pulses from cs137 

Fig. 9. Pulse tieight Distributions 
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much more intense source and hence for approximately equal 

exposure times gives a much denser distribution. This sort 

of photograph (though much over exposed in the case of cs137 ) 

is typical of the distributions obtained. 

'lhe apparatus was tested by checking the sources against 

one another, end the eccurAcy of the method mAy be estimated 

in this manner. By checking against the known energies it 

was found that the peeks could be obtained with en eccurAcy 

of about 200 Kev., though in general the agreement was some-

what better. The resolution is rather poor end depends upon 

the energy end the number of pulses recorded. Very dense 

backgrounds make it more difficult to distinguish between two 

peeks close together but the background was less dense at 

higher energies. No peaks were resolved which were closer 

then 200 Kev. hence this figure may serve es en upper limit 

to the resolution or about fifteen per cent at three Mev. 

(B) Two Crystal-Spectrometer 

The calibration of the two-crystal spectrometer may be 

broken down into three steps. 

1. Calibration of the single channel analyzer. The 

oscilloscope was used to compare the pulse height for which 

A particular setting of the single channel analyzer (ref. 9) 

just admitted pulses, checked withs scaler on the channel 

output, and the output of a variac, checked with Simpson 

Model 261 end RCA Voltohmyst. This was checked twice, both 

with the beam centered end reeding peak to peak deflections, 
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and with the beam to one side end reAding the deflection 

from center to peek on the x-emplifier. This was done for 

the full range of the analyzer end agreement between the 

settings of the analyzer e.nd the peak to peak voltages 

were found to within the precl sion with which the meter 

could be reed (.05 or .1 volts, depending on the scale). 

This was true for different gein settings ~swell, however 

the full range was not checked for the higher gein settings, 

es it wes not needed. 

2. Calibration of scale. The scale used to measure the 

pulse heights was e good quality engineer's scale, with 50 

divisions to the inch, end hence had to be celibreted against 

the channel. This wes done by setting the chennel for 

different voltages in steps of three volts, and putting 

pulses from the pulser simultaneously into the channel and 

into the amplifier and oscilloscope. These were photographed 

for eech setting and after the film was developed the pulse 

measured with the scale. The results of this calibration 

ere shown in Fig. 8(e). 

A check on the stability of the system was obtained 

when the above procedure was repeated after the equipment 

was ellowed to sit idle for one day. The resulting 

cAlibration curve wes indistinguishable from the first one. 

3. Comparison 11,ith known sources. The final step in 

the calibr_etion was to ce.librete the scale in terms of 

energy. This was accomplished by turning up the intensity 

on the oscilloscope end placing, in turn, the cs137 end sb124 
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sources, close to the first crystel. The resulting distri-

bution is of course e single line from the rest position of 

the beam, extending to the right e distance proportional to 

the maximum energy of the germne-reys, the distribution due 

to lower energy gemme-reys from Sb124 being lost in the line. 

The maxima were taken es the photoelectric peaks in the 

distribution because, although the efficiency for the 

2.05 Mev. gRmme-rey of Sb124 i~ only about one per cent, this 

is sufficient to record in this type of photograph. These 

two pulse heights were measured with the scele end e 

calibration line thus este.blished. 

While this use of only two points may leave something 

to be desired es fer es calibration is concerned, sources 

with one or two gemme-reys of well-known energies above 

2.05 Mev. were not evaileble. The intensity of the eveileble 

Co~O sources is too low to be of much value, end the observed 

pulse heights ere not very reliable. This leek of reliebility 

is demonstrated in the points on the calibration curves for the 

single crystal spectrometer Fig. 8(b), wherein the cobalt pointe 

for two separate trials are plotted for g=- 40. (g) is the gein 

setting of oscilloscope amplifier in arbitrary unitso These 

lines were more difficult to distinguish from the beckgroundo 

4. Correction for accidental coincidences. Since the 

scattered gemme-reys were of relatively smell energy 

(~ .5 Mev.) the bias on the second counter had to be set low. 

The counting rate in the second tube wes therefore rather 

high due to background, the source end tube noise. The 
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second crystal wee closer to the sources end not es effectively 

shielded, which Accounts for the effect of the source. The 

noise was due in pert toe flew in the light shield of the 

second tube, however it was corrected for the lest few trials, 

end es soon as it wes detected. 

The pulse height distribution of the first crystel was 

enalyzed with the single channel en~lyzer into three volt 

channels. This distribution was plotted in the form of 

volts (pulse height) versus counting rete, ends smooth curve 

drewn through the points. A new curve, counting re.te versus 

scale reeding of pulse-height, may be obte.ined t;.rom Fig. 8(e) 

by changing the scale of the abscissa of the counting rate 

versus channel setting in accordance with the slope of the 

cslibretion curves. This must obviously be done for eech 

gain setting. The counting rate must slso be multiplied by 

the reciprocal of the slope of the calibration curve to 

correct for change in width of channel. The case of g 50 

the factor is 25/20 end for g:::: 70 the factor is 15/19. The 

-necessity for these corrections mey be seen from the 

following consideretions: If Ci is the average counting 

rete over the width of channel 1, then the total counts, 

T.c., for unit time must be given approximately by 
IZ 

(17) T.C. = L Ci 
i~, 

end if the number of channels per three volt channel is changed, 

by chenging the scale on the abscissa by a factor s, the number 

of channel becomes (sn). Since the total count must be 

the same~. the channel rates must be 
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reduced by the fector (1/s). F'or instance if Ci::: k, the 

average counting rete over the channel 1, then 

end if the counting rate be reduced by 1/s, the totel counting 

rAte is unchanged. For the whole range one hes 
.SA r 

( C) <" C sC, + sC,. -+- • • • + 5 '-"'Z $T.,== ?- ,- .... 
41:/ 

end 

With the corrected counting rete in the new channels 

one mey now compute number of chence cO'l.ncidences. This is 

done in e manner quite similar to the celculetion of the 

maximum counting rate, end the seme arguments holds, except 

thet the velue of the resolving time tekes the place of the 

deAd time. If counting r8te (per minute) in the channel 1 

is ni, the counting rate in the second tube is N end the 

resolving time is r (in minutes), then the chance-coincidence 

re te , C • R. , 1 s 

( per minute), 

end the total is simply (C.R.) 1 T, where Tis the time in 

minutes the camera was recording. The difference between the 

total counts end the totel chance coincidences is the figure 

which is plotted in Figs. 10 to 17, where the time unit is 

taken es the time of the triel (about 85 minutes). 
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The resolving time was taken es twenty-five microseconds. 

This figure was arrived et as e compromise of the following 

consideretions: 

Ao The total overlapping period of the first pulse (of 

length ten microseconds) end the intensity pulse (approximately 

fifteen microseconds) ls twenty-five microseconds. 

b. Experience shows that pulses for which overlapping 

period is five microseconds or less can be distinguished from 

those which overlap for longer periods end hence these may be. 

discarded es "near misses". This sorting is possible for 

pulses whose height is greater than about ten volts. Below 

ten volts the darkening of the paper due to intensity pulses 

not in coincidence with another pulse, makes the distinction 

impossible. The resolving time should therefore be 15 

microseconds for pulse heights above about ten volts. 

c. F'or still larger pulses, e small spike on the front 

edge of the first pulse makes it possible to tell if the 

intensity pulse covered its front edge. This results in a 

still shorter resolving time of ten microseconds. 

From the above it is seen thet the resolving time is 

some function of the pulse height. The counting rete of the 

pulse height distribution, however falls off rapidly with 

increasing pulse height. F'or pulse of ebout fifteen volts 

height the counting rate is reduced by a factor of about 

ten, ~nd f~r pulse heights of thirty volts, the counting rate 

is reduced to ebout one per cent of the lowest channel rate. 

Fore typical case (cadmium), the corrections for chance 
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coincidences st three volts were 186 counts, at fifteen volts 

it was 19 counts end et thirty volts it was 8 counts. 

If one considers that in the middle range of pulse 

heights the correction is thirty per cent too high, the 

resulting number of pulse in channel 14 (for Cd(50)) is 

increased from 36 to 42 or en increese of about fifteen per 

cent. Likewise considering that the correction at thirty 

volts is sixty per cent too high, the number of pulses in 

channel 30 is increased from 8 to 9 or about ten per cent. 

These changes, 'Vhich ere large percentagewise, are not 

toolerge in absolute value. They will have a significant, 

but not overly large, effect on the relative intensities. 

The largest end most significant correction wss that of 

the low pulses since the chance coincidm.ces before correction 

neerly mesk the peeks due to true coincidences. Since no 

convenient or accurate meens could be form~lated to take 

into eccount the chenge in resolving time, the more neerly 

correct resol v:tng time for smell pulses was taken -es the 

resolving time for the whole spectrumo 

The resolution of this method mPy be computed on the 

basis of the geometry given in Fig. 4, for the Compton 

scattering. Since the difference in energies escaping from 

the crystal is the same as the difference in the energies given 

up to the crystal, Eq. (2) may be used directly. One hes that 

kmf!x., corresponding to scattering at 128.5-0 is given by fputting 

k.. == nr ), 
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~nd kmln' corresponding to scattering et 72.5° is given by 

n. t"' 
I+ /. 6,r. 

The difference, and hence spreed in energy due to poor geometry, 

is, after some celcul~tion given by 

l ~l j Al<. o.!Jn 2µ 
J+ 2.3 ,z + /.//Jrz 2 

Some represents ti ve values ere tabulated below. 

TABLE I 

n 4k( x "-l) Ak{Mev.) Resolution {~) 

l .205 .1 20 

2 .327 .16 16.7 

3 .45 .23 l5o3 

4 .512 • 26 13 

GO .eo4 .41 
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The effectiveness of Compton scattering however decreases 

rapidly end peir formation predominPtes. The geometry will 

hAve no effect on the resolution of the lines due to pair 

formation. The limitation on resolution is now due to the 

crystal and channel width. The best reported valu~s of 

resolution, without additional tubes end speciRlly selected 

components, seems to be ebout twelve per cent et 670 Kev. 

This lRck of resolution due to the crystal is caused by such 

things as scattered electrons escaping from the crystal and 

variations in light collection with the point in the crystal 

where the scattering takes place. There ere also fluctuations 

in the number of electrons em~tted from the photocathode of 

the photomultiplier tube which contributes significantly but 

can be made smell by operating the first dynode ot about 

200 volts. The limitation due to channel width ls probebly 

the most significant for the higher energies. If one 

considers two peeks resolved if there is a maxi~um, a 

minimum and enother mPxirnum on successive channels, as for 

example in Fig. 13 there Are three peaks in six channels, 

it takes two full channels per peak or about 300 Kev. This 

amounts to fifteen per cent et two Mev. end seven end one-hPlf 

per cent et four Mev. 

An example of the recorded pulses is shown in Fig. 9(a). 

These are for Cs137 withe higher gain setting than was used 

for the capture experiments. 

The precision with which the maxima of the peak positions 

is determined ls limited by two effects, the calibration and 
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the ebillty to assign the peek position toe certain channel. 

The calibration points were known to within one-half e scale 

unit. Allowing the full one-helf unit uncertainty to be 

applied to the calibration line introduces en uncertainty in 

energy of 250 Kev. et five Mev., ± 75 Kev. et three Mev. and 

20 Kev. at one and one-half Mev. for the low gain settings. 

For the high gain setting, (g = 70), the uncertainties are 

'! 50 Kev. at l Mev. , :!: 60 Kev. at V 2 Mev. , and ± 100 Kev. at 

3 Mev. The determination of the peek position cen hardly be 

done closer then one-half scale unit. Using the mean 

calibration line this results in e uniform uncertainty of 

±so Kev. for both the high geln setting end the low gain 

setting. An over-ell precision of± 100 Kev. ls therefore 

claimed for all but the largest measurements. The precision 

of the single crystal measuranents ls somewhat worse and will 

bee matter of some judgment even if the calibration curves 

ere acceptable. The position of a peak represents the 

judgment of the observer end is probably no better than 

±' 150 Kev. 

The indicated stetlstlcel errors on the graphs 

representing the coincidences versus the energy are computed 

from the usual definition of probable error, that 1s 

P.E. = .675-v'n. This quantity sets the limits for which 

the probability 1s one-half that the observed number of 

counts, n, lies within those limits. 

An estimate of the intensities may be gotten if the 

curves are corrected for the energy dependence of the 
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efficiency of the verious processes. For the pair process 

the correction factor is simply {l.82e)-1 , where (e) is 

the efficiency and the factor (1/1.82) comes from the feet 

that either of the annihilation quanta may provide the 

intensity pulse, modified by the photoelectric absorption of 

both quente nine per cent of the time, es previously 

computed. The correction to the Compton process is some-

what more complicated, inasmuch as one must find en estimate 

for the number of gemma-rays scattered into the crystel et the 

energies corresponding to a given k0 end scattering angle of 

11·'.)oo This number may be found by integrnting the equetion 

for d,r = /('f'J given by Davisson And Meeker, 
t(E 

between the angles given in Fig. 4 or by integrating Eq. (12) 

between the energy limits determined by the geometry es 

computed for the geometrical resolution. An approximation 

sufficient for our purpose may be had by numerically 

integrating the first equation cited above, using the limits 

given by the .geometrical resolution end the curves given with 

the equation. This will result in three points through 

which e curve may be drawn end which covers the whole 

effective range of Compton scattering. It is found that the 

peeks due to pairs end Compton scattering ere likely to heve 

the same height (or intensity) at two Mev. The intensities 

thus obteined ere not absolute intensities since they do 

not relect the effect of the solid ~ngle subtended by the 

counters nor the absorption efficiency of the loaded blocks. 
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The two factors neglected ere essentially constants. The 

effect of the ebsorption within the block is energy 

dependent end varies with the target mBterial but is smell 

( < 10~). In the case of medium and light nuclei the cross 

section is so small es to make it negligible, end in the 

case of a heavier element (cadmium) the amount of materiel 

was kept relatively small and arranged in the block in such 

e way es to provide o minimum of shielding. The effect of 

the solid angle has been computed end assuming the 

efficiency of the second crystal to be 100 per cent, the 

corrected number of counts must be multiplied by a factor of 

about 6000, to obtain true intensities. 

The intensities quoted by Kinsey end Bartholemew are 

absolute intensities end the comparison of the corrected 

intensities to theirs is conveniently carried out by 

examining the ratio of their intensity to thet computed 

from the date of this experiment for A number of energies. 

This is done end agreement is reasonable in most cases. 
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IV RESULTS 

The elements chosen for this investigation were selected 

for high cepture cross sections. The particular compounds 

were chosen so that the cross section of the additional atoms 

was small compared to the cross section of the species chosen. 

Since separated isotopes were not available, the elements were 

chosen for minimum number of isotopes end if more than one 

isotope occurs, the abundance end cross section of the other 

isotopes is required to be smell. A table of the isotopes, 

their abundance, and their terminal capture cross sections 

appear below f 

Element 

v51 

Mn55 

c135 

c137 

co59 

Cdll3 , 

Cdll4 

cdll6 

cl2 

cl3 

H 

Hgl96 

4.8 

12 

43 

0 .. 61 

34 

24000 

1.2 

1.4 

0.004 

0.01 

0.32 

2900 

52 

Abundance (~) 

100 

100 

75 

25 

100 

12 

29 

7 

99 

1 

100 

0.2 



Element (xl0 24 cm 2per atom} Abundance (~) 

Hgl98 20 10 

Hgl99 2300 17 

Hg200 60 23 

Possible contaminants end their cross sections ere: 

Na 2.25 x 10- 24cm 2 Pb 0.19 X 10- 24cm 2 

Si 0ol X l0- 24 cro 2 Bi 0.02 X 10- 24 cm 2 

I 6.1 X 10- 24 cm 2 N 0.4 x 10- 24cm 2 

Tl 3. 27 x 10- 24 cm 2 

Paraffin 

The principal components of paraffin are carbon end 

hydrogen end one would expect from their relative cross 

sections that the principal line observed would correspond 

to the 2.26 Mev. binding energy of hydrogen. This doesn't 

seem to be the cese es there is no line vhich cen be clearly 

identified es the hydrogen line, on the basis of intensity. 

The cross section of hydrogen being approximately 200 times 

greeter then that of carbon would require the hydrogen line 

to be very ~uch more intense. The observed energies end e 

comparison with other results on carbon ere shown in Teble II. 

The energies observed ere shown to edd nicely into a level 

scheme in Fig. 18(~). The energy to which they add however 

eppears to correspond more nearly to that of the 5.1 Mev. 

resonance level in c13 than the observed energy o·f (c12 -t- n) 
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C}1 
is:-

Observed 
Energies (Mev.) 

(50) (70) 

El 1.03 1.11 
b 1.55 1.52 
C 2.18 2.10 
d 2.65 2.58 
e 3.17 
f 3.75 
g 4.1 

Single 
Ej 

Crystel (50) 

1.36 
1.91 

2.1 I 3.:?. 
2.4 3.68 
2.6 4.19 
3.6 4.78 
4.2 5.12 

TABLE II PARAFFIN 

Other Observations 
(Mev.) 

Best References: 
(70) (s.c.) Choice (10) ( 12) (13)(14) 

1.5 (2.1 1.00? 
1.88 1.4 A 1.47 
3.1 3.1 1.9 
3.60 3.4 3.1 B 3.08 3.1 3.086 

3.6 3.4 C 3.89 3.8 
4.6 3.7 4.3 
5.2 4.2 D 4.6 

4.8 E 5 .15 4.947 
5.1 6.1 



which is 4.95 Mev. The origin of the lines is therefore 

subject to doubt. It ls possible thet the psreffin contains 

e conteminsnt of sufficiently high cross section to produce 

these observed lines. A possibility is nitrogen whose cross 

section ls approximately e,iusl to that of hydrogen. In 

addition there are observed in N15 levels of energy 5.0, 4.8, 

3.9 end 2.3 Mev., with some cascade transitions observed. 

Since the egreement with observed levels in cl3 is 

fairly good one can make some edditional observetions about 

the observed energies. The pair peak of the 2.26 Mev. gemma-

rey from hydrogen would fell, within the resolution, at the 

seme place es the Compton peek from the 1.5 Mev. level in c13 • 
, 

On Fig. 10, it is evident that the first peek, whose apex 

corresponds to 1.1 Mev., ls about 1 Mev. wide st half-maximum 

end thus ls very likely two peaks slightly displaced end 

could well be the two pesks mentioned above. There wee no 

observed peek which could be identified as e 1.0 Mev. gamme-

rey from c 13 , 1n feet the Compton peek of such a gamma-ray 

should fell 1n the valley just before the first observed 

peak et .70 Mev. This agrees with other observers (ref. 10). 

The 4.2 Mev. gennne-rey is considered to have originated 

in the source, which has s strong 4.4 Mev. gemma-rey (ref. 15), 

1n bismuth which hes a gamma-ray in the vicinity of 4 Mev. 

(ref. 16), or 1n other possible contaminants. 

Alth~ugh the agreement with the lines from carbon is 

remarkably good end gives some confidence 1n the ident1ficet1on 

of the levels, it 1s difficult to underst6nd why the line 
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identified f!S due to hydrogen, after correction for efficiency, 

is only four times the size of next largest peak, end ebout 

e1usl to the sum of the others. In view of the enomoloue 

behavior of the intensities, the identification of some of 

the observed peeks es those of c 13 should be considered es 

highly questionable. 

Chlorine 

The principal reaction in this case will be the 

c135(n, t )c136 • This reaction hes been observed by et least 

two other observers (refs. 17 end 18). The observed energies 

and comparisions ere shown in Table Ill end the energy level 

diagram is shown in Fig. 18(b). 

The difficulty in choosing between the 3.1 Mev. gemme-

rey from cl3 ~nd the 2.26 Mev. gamma-ray from hydrogen is again 

evident. The analysis is further complicated by the feet that 

e 3.1 Mev. gemme-rey from c1 36 would be consistent with the 

observed ground state transition energy of 8.56 Mev., when 

taken with gemme-rey energy J of Table III. Further points of 

agreement may be seen by adding others of the observed energies 

to the peir spectrometer date of Kinsey, et. Bl. (ref. 18): 

P + a = 8 • 5 Mev • 

o+ b= 8.6 Mev. 

N+ c= 8.4 Mev. q + c - 8. 4 Mev. 

M+ e= 8.7 Mev. 

L+ d= 8.7 Mev. 

I+ 1= 8.7 Mev. 1 + 1 == 8 • 6 Mev. 
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F + 1 = 8. 5 Mev. 

J + f' = 8. 5 Mev. 

G + k ::= 8 • 7 Mev. 

I+ F =8.63 Mev. 

m + f' = 8. 5 Mev. 

The internel consistency is indicated by the second group of 

gAmma-reys Added together. 'Ihe 4.3 Mev. gamme-ray is again 

essigned to the source or bismuth. The 5.5 Mev. gemme-rey 

is doubtful et best, end occasions no surprise wh·en it fails 

to fit into the level scheme. The single crystal date checked 

surprisingly well, though there were more geps in the date 

then there were for carbon. InFsmuch es the resolution of 

the instrument ls rather poor, this lAck of complete agreement 

is not surprising. It hes been observed by Muehlheuse 

(ref. 25) that the number of gemme-reys per neutron captured 

should be about 3.1, while the level scheme indicates only 

about 2.0. This would indicate thP.t better resolution et 

lower energies is needed to find these lost gemms-reys. Some 

mey well be in the range below .5 Mev. end es such are not 

easily observed by the methods so far used. There ls some 

~1estion about the interpretation of the observed 2.2 Mev. 

gemma-rey energy. It could be a Compton peek corresponding 

to a gamma-ray of 2.6 Mev. energy, or a pair peak of 3.2 Mev. 

energy. Either would find a plece in the level scheme, end 

it is likely that it is both, since its shape does not clearly 

indicate that either is to be preferred. 

The intensities of some of the lines may be compared when 

they ere identified ~1th the lines of Kinsey directly or when 
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C11 a:, 

Observed 
Energies 

( Mev. ), 

(50) (70) 

.43 
.82 .70 

1.03 
1.37 1.46 

l.74 
l.90 2.02 
2al8 2.22 

2.47(?) 
2.72 
3.30 
3.67 
4o80 

Single 
Crystal 

3.9 
4.4 
5.5 
s.2 
6.0 

TABLE III CHLORINE 

E')' (Mev.) 
Befit 

(50) (70) (s.c.) Choice 

.70 e .7 
1.12 1.02 b 1.:? 

1.36 C 1.4 
1.72 1.81 d 1.7 

2.10 e 2.1 
r2.92 r3.05 {f 2. 27 
2.27 2.39 f I 3. 0 
3.20 3.22 lg 2.6 
3.74 3.49(?) g I 3 o 2 
4.32 NaCL CCl~ h(?)3.5 
4.69 4.9 2. i 3.7 
5.8 5.5 3.3 j 4.3 

6.2 4.2 k 4.7 
6.5 4.9 1 4.9 
7.0 6.5 m 5.5 

n 5.8 
0 6.2 
p 6.5 
q 7.0 

Other Observations (Mev.) 
References: 

(17) (18) (20) 

.5 A .44 

.85 .78 B .69 
lo2 1.2 C 1.2 
1.7 1.6 D 1.8 
2.1 2.0 E 2.4 
4.5 3.62 F 2.8 
5.2 4.06 G 3.5 

6.2 4.46 H 3.9 
7.7 5.01 I 

5.51 J 
5.72 K 
6 .12 L 
6062 M 
6.98 N 
7 .42 0 
7.77 P 
8.56 Q 



they are identified in a cascade process. Three lines are 

identified directly, and nppear below: 

K* IK R** IR (Ii!IR) 

3.6 (F) 2 3.7 1.4 1.4 

4.5 (H) 2 4.7 1.3 1.5 

5.7 (K) 1 5.8 0.5 2.0 

*Gamma energy due to Kinsey. IK is an absolute 
intensity in gamma rays per 100 ~eptures. 

*~Gamma energy from this investigation. IR is a 
relative intensity in arbitrary units. 

These ratios ere seen to be satisfactory, though not es precise 

es one might wish. Several peirs were checked with the cescede 

process end the results of these appear below: 

(R - K) 

e - E 

b - G 

C - J 

d - L 

e - 0 

1.5 

2 

8 

7.5 

6 

10 

8 

1.5 

4 

6 

6.7 

4 

0.2 

1 

The values of the ratio ere rather badly scattered in this 

case. This would not be too surprising if the gamma-ray 

multiplicity is as high es reported, in which case there 

must certainly be many other weys for the excited states to 

decay. 
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Cadmium 

The observations on cadmium ere tabulated ln Teble IV 

end e level scheme is given ln Fig. 19(a). It is evident 

thet there is still some disagreement among the observers. 

The .555 Mev., corresponding to the first existed state 

seems well eatebllshed, both from neutron capture studies, 

end the study of K-cepture ln In114 (ref. 19). More recent 

meesurements by Kinsey (ref. 23) hPve corrected the previously 

reported ground state transition energy but do not agree 

with the report that the decay of higher states goes to 

the .555 Mev. state more thAn 90 per cent of the time (ref. 19). 

Some points of agreement may be found ln the sums of some of 

the energies: 

j + g := 9.0 Mev. 

1 + e - 9.1 Mev. 

b +{~ 9.0 Mev. 
== 9.0 Mev. 

f + G = 9.0 Mevo 

m + d 1 =9.2 Mev. 

h+ i = a.a Mev. 

K+ r = 9.1 Mev. 

e + b -t- H = 9.0 Mev. 

K+ d'+ A' == 9.1 Mev. 

In general the observed velues agree well with the 

observations of others. 'Ille 4.2 Mev. level was observed again 

end somewhat stronger then in the previous two trials. It ls 
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O'l 
I-' 

Observed' 
Energiee 

( Mev.) 

(50) (70) 

.60 .67 
1.03 .9:? 
1.36 1.50 
2.05 2.08 
2.37 2.47{?) 
2.66 
3.16 
3.60 
4.00 
4. 34 
5.10 

Single 
CrystRl (50) 

.89 
1.36 f 2. 36 
1.71 

2.2 ! 2. 50 
3.0 3.05 
3. :? 3.37 
3.6 3.68 

4.18 
4.5 4.62 

s.o 
5.36 
6.12 

TABLE IV CADMIUM 

E 7 (Mev.) 
Best 

(70) (s.c.) Choice 

.97 .9 A 

1.25 1.3 b f 2.50 1.8 C 
1.86 f 2.5 d 

{ 2.50 3.1 d' 
3.08 3.4 e 
3.50(?) 3.2 3.7 f 

4.0 4.0(?)g 
4.2 4.2 h 
4.6 4.6 1 
5.5 s.o j 

5o4 k 
5.7(?)1 
6.1 m 

Other Observations (Mev.) 
References: 

( 21) (23) (22)(19 

1.33 
.57 A' 

1.27 A .555 
2.61 B .562 
3.14 C 
3.49 D 
4.43 4.58 E 
4.71 4 .82 F 
5.17 5. 26 G 
5.85 5.96 
6.61 6.60 6.8 H 
7.92 7.81 7.67 I 
8.55 8~so 7.73 J 

7.84 K 
9.2 9.33 8.48 L 

9.048 M 



concluded that while it appears as a line from the source 

or a contaminent it could else be present in the Cd114 

spectrum. The 5.7 Mevo gemma-ray is regerded as doubtful 

since two other observations covering the same range feil to 

give en indication of its presence. It very likely arises 

from limiting of the 6.1 Mevo gamma-ray (m,H). Since it does 

fit with the observed gamma-ray (e) into the level scheme it 

is included. 

According to Muehlheuse (ref. 25) the gemme-ray 

multiplicity should be 4.1 photons per cepture. If this is 

so, it is clearly evident that the energies ere not known 

with sufficient precision to meke P. unique energy level 

diegrsm. 'lhe 3.1 Mev. energy is P.lso sub~ect to question, 

And 1ts agreement with the data of Pringle, et. al (ref. 21) 

is incidental because a Po - Be neutron source with paraffin 

moderator wes used in each case. It could be the 3.1 Mev. 

line from c13 and gemme energy (C) st 1.8 Mev., is within 

the probable error the 1.9 Mev. ganms-ray observed for cl3. 

The very large cross section for ca113 however gives confidence 

to the interpretation shown on the energy level diagram. The 

failure to observes strong .555 Mev. gamma-ray is probably 

due to the lack of good resolution et low energies end the 

presence of many small gamme-reys implied by the high photon 

multiplicity observed by Muehlhouse. 

Cobfllt 

The observed energies of cob~lt appear in Table Vend a 

level scheme is given in Fig. 19(b). The agreement is again 
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0) 

Observed 
Energ1e it 

( Mev.) 

(50) (70) 

.31 

.88 
1.03 1.08 
1.32 
1.62 1.8 

2.05 
2.49 

2.86 
3.25 
3.65 
4.00 

Single 
Crystfll 

4.0 
4.4 
5.1 
5.4 

TABLE V COB.ALT 

E 7 (Mev.) 

(50) (70) (s.c.) 

.506 
1.1 

1.36 1.39 f 2. 34 
1.67 
2.6 2.8 

3.05 
3.5 

3.9 
4.3 
4.7 
5.0 5.0 

5.4 
6,1 
6,5 

Other Observ~tions 
Best References 

Choice (17) ( 26) 

8 .51 • 22 A 3.36 
b 1.1 1.1 B 3.69 
C 1.4 1.5 C 4.03 
d 1.7 D 4ol8 
e ?.. 7 E 4.37 
r 3.1 F 4. 59 
g 3.5 G 4.903 
h 3.9 H 5.179 
1 4.3 I 5.351 
j 4.7 J 5.646 
k 5.0 5.8 K 5.726 
1 5.4 L 5.966 
m 6.1 7.0 M 6.110 
n 6.5 7.7 N 6,250 

0 6.474 
p 6.690 

, Q 6.067 
R 6.974 
s 7.041 
T 7. 261 
u 7.486 



seen to be setisfectory but in view of the lerge number of 

energies observed by Bartholemew end Kinsey (ref. 26) it 

is not surprising. Many of the energies BAY be paired es 

being equal within the probable error: {g,A) (h,C) (i,DE) 

(j,F) (K,GH) (l,I) {m,LM) (n,O). When two values of energy 

from the date of Bartholemew end Kinsey (ref. 26) fall within 

the probable error they ere both included. The consistency 

1s indicated by the following sets of sums: 

P,+ e == 7.4 Mev. n -t- b = 7.6 Mev. 

o+ b = 7.6 Mev. m -t C = 7.5 Mev. 

L+ C = 7.4 Mev. f + i = 7.4 :Mev. 

J 1" d = 7.4 Mev. g --t- h = 7.4 Mev. 

G-t- e = 7.6 Mev. j +e = 7.4 Mev. 

In addition one observes that many possible 3-step processes 

ere possible; for example, 

K b c = 7.5 Mev. 

1 +a+ d = 7.5 Mev. 

In this triel en instance of internal inconsistency appears 

in connection with energy {d). It is noted in the first 

column of Table V that the observed energy 1.32 Mev. appears 

in the low gein trial but not in the high gain trial. One 

might· expect peaks to appear in the high gain trials which 

do not ep~ear in the low gain trials, but not inversely. 

The shape of the curve in the region between pulse heights 

10 end 16, Fig. 17, indicates thet e peek of the size of the 
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peek P.t pulse height 9, Fig. 13, could be lost in the 

statistical error. The possibility of en error in gain 

setting can be pnrtielly ruled out by trying several different 

slopes for the calibration curve, vhich results in no improve-

ment of the agreement between the two sets of datao It is 

difficult to choose between the two sets with respect to 

their accuracy but in general the lower gain setting trials 

ere the more reliable. 

A check on the date end the matching with the date may 

be had by comparing intensities of some of the gemme-reys. 

There were four gamma-rays identified directly with ~hose 

of Kinsey. These four end their intensities, together with 

those of Kinsey Are tebuleted below: 

K IK R IR 

4o0 1 3.9 Mev. 2 

4.4 1.8 4.3 Mev. 3 

4.6 .6 4.7 Mev. 2.2 

4.9 2 5.0 Mev. 2 

Probably less reliable, but nonetheless significant is 

the metching of gamma-rays in the cescede processeso Five 

peirs of these ere indicated in Fig. 19(b). 'lhese end their 

intensities, es well as tho ratio of the first step to the 

lest step is included in the tnbulation below: 
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Gemma reys 

K IK IR Ratios 

H - 8 7 6 1.14 

0 - b 5 3 1.4 

L - 0 5.6 2 2.8 

J - d 6.3 2.5 2.5 

G - e 2.5 1.4 1.8 

Since the intensity es computed is not the absolute 

intensity but proportional to it, one of the above ratios may 

be teken es correct. 'Ihe lower energy lines being subject to 

more uncertainty in the correction of the counting rete, one 

of the ratios et higher energies is chosen. The retio 

corresponding to the pair G - e is the most probebly correct. 

The other veluea are seen to be within 50 per cent on either 

side. 

Manganese and Vanadium 

The observed energies for Mn56 end y52 eppeer in Table VI 

together with energies observed from the Mn55 (n,i )Mn56 and 

v51 (n,i )v52 reactions by Bartholemew and Kinsey (ref. 26). 

These reactions were observed in this investigation with only 

the single crystal spectrometer, es loaded blocks were not 

prepared for them. 

No level scheme is presented since it is felt, that the 

single crystal date Pre not very reliable and in view of the 

lerge number of lines observed by Bartholemew and Kinsey the 
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Ol 
...J 

Mn56 
Observed 
Energies 

1.5 
2.3 
2.8 
3.0 
4.0 
4.7 
5.5 

Et 

2.5 
3.3 
3.8 
4.0 
5.0 
5.7 
6.5 

TABLE VI MANGANESE AND VANADIUM 

Others v51 
Observed 

(17) ( 27) (26) Energy 

1.1 3.82 1.9 
1.8 4.10 2.5 
2.5 4.24 2.7 
3.6 4.55 3.2 

5.0 4.4 4. 20 4.1 
4.81 5.4 
5.04 

7. '2 5.21 
5.53 
3.63 
5.7'1 ' 
5.91 
6.11 
6.43 
6.78 
7.05 
7.15 
7 .26 

E 'i (26) ( 27) 

2. g 3.36 2.5 
3.6 3. 59 

3,73 
4.2 4.15 

4.45 4.7 
4.85 

5.2 4.98 
5. 21 
5.51 
5.74 

6.4 5.88 
6.51 
6.52 
6.87 
7.15 
7.31 



agreement while seemingly good must be regarded es somewhat 

fortuitous, in the overlepping energy ranges. ~ithin the 

probable error the low energy lines P.gree with those of (ref.27) 

end (ref. 7) with only two exceptions. There was observed in 

Mn55 the equivalent of the 4.4 Mev. gamma-ray of (ref. 7). 

There is no equivalent in Mn55 reported for the 3.3 Mev. gamma-

ray observed in this study. Level schemes ere given in 

(ref. 26). 

Mercury 

'Ihe observed energies end values for comparison are shown 

in Table VII. 

TABLE VII 

Observed Energies Et Other Observations (ref. 17) 

Ao 2.74 3.7 1.6 

B. 4.2 5.2 .4 

c. 506 6.6 

D. 7.1 8.1 

E. 7.85 8.9 

Little can be said ebout the observed gamma-rays from 

mercury. The observed gemme-rAys ere most likely from Hg200 

PS may be seen in Table I. It is interesting that the 

energies of gamma-rays A and B edd to that of gamma-ray E, 

suggesting that gsmme-ray Els a ground state transistion and 

the binding energy is 8.9 Mev. There is some evidence in the 

photographs of lower stetes in mercury but they are·not resolved. 
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VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Insofar es the purpose of this study was to test the 

use of e two crystal spectrometer for the study of neutron 

capture rediation and the use of the moving film cemere es e 

means of recording the data, it wes successful, end the 

method hes much promise. 

The precision end resolution of orystel spectrometers 

is et present limited by the crystals end photomultiplier 

tubes themselves. Many schemes heve been proposed using 

three end four crystels end counters es meenR of improving 

the resolution. They have met with some success. The usual 

epplicetion of the three crystel spectrometer is to look for 

both ennihilation quente, end count only triple coincidences. 

This eliminates both the photoelectric effect and the Compton 

effect. The author proposes thet instead of a coincidence 

counter connecting the two tubes, end anti-coincidence counter 

be used instead. This would eliminate the photoelectric 

effect end reduce by helf the effect of the pair processes, giving 

en instrument with somewhat better resolution then the two-

crystel spectrometer, and usefulness in~ range which'cennot 

be covered effectively by the other two processes. 

It is evident that a meens of measuring with good 

resolution the low energy gemme-rays resulting from neutron 

capture is needed. A means of increasing the precision end 

resolution in the intermediate range is proposed ~bove, but 

it is not felt that this will be sufficient until better 
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crystals and tubes ere developed. There seems little point 

in continuing the use of two crystal.spectrometers except 

for measuring gamma-rays from isotopes having only e smell 

number of gamma-rays, end surveying the intermediate and 

high energy regions. In this capacity they have great 

utility since e pair spectrometer is not only large and 

unwieldy but expensive, while scintillation counters are 

cheep end easy to use. 

'!he method of recording date can be improved by refinement 

of technique. The use of film instead of paper es e recording 

medium would permit the use of shorter resolving times. An 

automatic device for reeding the pulse heights is apparently 

in use elsewhere, (ref. 28). 

The calibration can be refined by use of more sources 

of known-energy gamma-rays. Higher energies in particular are 

needed. 

The energy level diagrems in Fig. 18 end 19 ere certainly 

not uniqueo 'l'hey are, in the cases of cobalt and chlorine 

taken from those proposed by Kinsey end Bertholemew. The 

level scheme for carbon was drawn from that of Ajzenberg 

and Lauritsen (refo 10). The level scheme for cadmium 

represents A remaking of the scheme given by Pringle (ref. 21) 

using the data of his experimmts, the date of Kinsey end 

Bartholemew, and the data of this study. 

The author wishes to thank the director of Argonne National 

Laboratory whose cooperation in loaning the Po - Be source 

simplified the problem of a neutron source immensely. 
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